Fat: It’s A Matter Of Balance
(NAPSA)—For years, we have
been told to avoid “fat” at all costs
under the common misconception
that “eating fat will make you fat.”
High-fat but nutritious foods like
avocado and nuts were lumped
together with less healthy high-fat
fare like bacon, butter and red
meat. However, recent studies
indicate that not all fats are created equal. While it is important
to manage the amount of fat you
eat, you also need to be mindful of
the types of fat you eat. If you find
a good balance, you can enjoy the
foods you like that contain the
“good” fats.
Recent research indicates that
foods high in mono- and polyunsaturated fatty acids (MUFAs and
PUFAs) contribute to a healthier
diet. Research has shown that
these “good” unsaturated fats
decrease total cholesterol and LDL
(“bad”) cholesterol. On the other
hand, watch out for foods high in
“bad” fats such as saturated fats
and trans fats. These “bad” fats
are known to increase total and
LDL cholesterol, which puts us at
a higher risk for developing heart
disease.
Recently, this science has
prompted government agencies
and health organizations to revise
dietary recommendations, and put
more emphasis on the type of fats
we eat, while encouraging consumers to substitute “bad” fats
with “good” fats. Research has
shown, for example, that MUFAs
and PUFAs, unsaturated fats, may
have a beneficial effect on health if
they replace saturated and trans
fats in the diet. In fact, it is estimated that substituting 5 percent
of calories from saturated fats
with 5 percent of calories from
unsaturated fats could decrease
the risk for coronary heart disease
by 42 percent and that substituting 2 percent of calories from trans
fats with 2 percent of calories from
unsaturated fats will reduce the
risk by 53 percent.
The key is to replace fats in the
diet, not add them. The more total
fat you eat, the more calories you

(NAPSA)—Back-to-school season is a good time for students of
all ages to learn lessons on managing money. Prepaid cards, such
as retail gift cards, prepaid
reloadable cards and telecom
cards are a tool that parents can
use to teach their kids responsible
spending habits.
Scientists say you can enjoy fun
foods made with “good” fats and
still have a healthy diet.
are taking in. For example, leave
the butter—a saturated fat—off
the top of a mixed vegetable side
dish and instead sprinkle in a few
sliced almonds, which are rich in
unsaturated fats. And rather than
topping your tossed salad with
bacon, also high in saturated fat,
choose olives, which are higher in
unsaturated fats, instead.
Oils are another important
source of fats in the diet. You often
think of oils as those you use for
cooking or those found in salad
dressings, but another source of
oils in the diet is packaged foods.
Oils can also consist of “good” fats
or “bad” fats so it’s important to
look at the Nutrition Facts panel
of packaged goods to identify
those that use unsaturated oils,
such as canola and corn oils. For
example, Lay’s potato chips are
now cooked in heart-healthy sunflower oil—an oil that is made up
of mostly the “good” fats—monoand polyunsaturated fats. The
company’s move to sunflower oil
has reduced the saturated fat in
Lay’s potato chips by more than
50 percent, while increasing the
“good” fats.
Remember that the key is to
substitute unsaturated fats and
oils into the diet, not just add them
to what you eat. Understanding
that the type of fat is important,
not the amount of fat, is one of the
biggest steps you can take to be on
your way to achieving a more optimal and balanced diet.

Helping Small Businesses Survive And Thrive
(NAPSA)—Finding the necessary funding is a big problem for a
number of small businesses.
That’s according to a recent online
member poll by the National Association for the Self-Employed
(NASE).
A majority of micro-business
owners surveyed (57 percent) initially fund their businesses using
personal savings, and many (40
percent) continue to use personal
savings for ongoing financing.
Only 11 percent of respondents
felt that there are adequate funding resources available for microbusinesses, while three-quarters
believe that funding opportunities
are inadequate. Respondents
pointed to credit rating, bank regulations, paperwork, and lack of
collateral as the largest obstacles
in gaining access to capital.
“It is no surprise that microbusiness owners put their own
savings on the line in hopes of
building a successful business,”
said NASE president Robert
Hughes. “Micro-business owners
need better and easier ways to
access capital to start and maintain the businesses that are so
important to this economy.”
In response to this need, the
NASE launched the NASE Business
Development Grant Program for

Gift Cards and Prepaid Cards
for Students Get Good Grades

A new grant program has been
created to help small-business
owners sustain and grow their
businesses.
members who want to grow their
business. Assisting micro-business
owners in sustaining and growing
their businesses serves as the primary mission of this program.
The National Association for the
Self-Employed is the nation’s leading resource for the self-employed
and micro-businesses, bringing a
broad range of benefits to help
entrepreneurs succeed and driving
the continued growth of this vital
segment of the American economy.
For more information, visit the
Web site at www.NASE.org or call
(800) 232-6273.

DEBIT AND GIFT CARDS, along with
mobile phone and refill cards, are
useful tools for keeping students
on a budget.
When shopping for back-toschool clothes and supplies, many
parents are giving their children
gift cards instead of cash or credit
cards to get what they need.
“Giving gift cards instead of
cash empowers children to make
their own decisions about what to
buy and teaches them valuable
lessons about responsibility and
budgeting,” says Teri Llach, group
vice president of Blackhawk Network, the leading third-party prepaid card program in the United
States. “But because gift cards
must be used at particular stores
and they are for a limited amount,
parents still have some control
over what their child purchases.”
Parents are also opting to give
their children reloadable telecom
cards and mobile phones on payas-you-go plans.
Gift cards, prepaid debit cards,
pay-as-you-go wireless phones and
reloadable cards can be purchased
from The Gift Card Store™ at grocery, drug and convenience stores
nationwide. Stores such as Safeway, Giant Eagle and Wawa offer
a large variety of gift card products from top national retailers
and restaurants. Now gift cards
for best-in-class brands such as
Barnes & Noble Booksellers, Bed
Bath & Beyond, BLOCKBUSTER,
Foot Locker, iTunes Music Store,
Chili’s Grill and Bar, and Nordstrom are conveniently available
right when you need them.

***
Put love first. Entertain
thoughts that give life. And
when a thought or resentment,
or hurt, or fear comes your way,
have another thought that is
more powerful—a thought that
is love.
—Mary Manin Morrissey
***
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A Procrastinator’s Guide To The Clutter-Free Life
(NAPSA)—“If it was worth
doing, it would have been done
already.”
Behold the excuse of the modern procrastinator. It can be hard
to tackle certain projects in our
daily lives, especially in our
homes. The good news is that simple and smart home organization
solutions exist for those of us who
don’t know where to begin. Do we
put off until tomorrow, wish for a
magic wand or consider a new
alternative? As the expert in storage solutions for every room of the
home, ClosetMaid offers a walking
tour of tips for those of us yearning to get it together for good.
Step 1: Pull into the garage,
the space where families typically cope with clutter as a fact
of life. But that mess of tools,
sports equipment, gardening
supplies, luggage and miscellaneous stuff can be tamed. By
devoting just one weekend morning to organization, the garage
can become a special place. Many
people choose to install the ClosetMaid Maximum Load system
for their garage storage solution
needs. Constructed of durable
coated steel, Maximum Load
holds up to 600 pounds per sixfoot shelf—perfect for your
heavy-duty garage needs once
and for all.
Step 2: With the garage under
control, how does one prevent
what seems to be the inevitable
tumble of pots and pans from
kitchen cabinets? Tray sliders are
a great addition to your kitchen
and easy to install. An organized
kitchen makes for an efficient
chef.
Step 3: When the common
areas are decluttered, it’s time to

(NAPSA)—According to the
U.S. Department of Education,
almost half of kindergartners
enter school unprepared and fall
behind their peers when learning
such essential skills as reading.
The Born Learning public
engagement campaign was created by United Way, Civitas, the
Families and Work Institute and
the Ad Council to help parents
and caregivers create fun learning moments for young children.
The campaign includes nationwide advertising and researchbased education materials that
can be adapted by community
organizations. For more information, visit www.bornlearning.org.
***
Allergy physicians and environmental organizations such as the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) say the use of central vacuum systems may help
some patients live comfortably
with pets. A recent clinical study
found allergic rhinitis symptoms
improved 40 to 60 percent when
patients used a Central Vacuum
System instead of a portable vacuum. For quick cleanups, Beam
Central Vacuum Systems offers a
KickSweep automatic dustpan.
It’s installed at the base of a wall
or cabinet, so the user simply
sweeps dirt and debris to the
KickSweep and presses the toe
switch. The dirt, pet hair and dander are whisked away. For more
information, visit www.beam.com.
***
Two surveys recently conducted by Eaton Vance found that
finance executives at public companies and individual investors

The garage space typically represents clutter. However, with the
help of storage solutions, that
stuff can be tamed.
address the bedrooms.
“The closet gets so out of hand
because you can shut the door and
keep clutter out of sight,” says
Meryl Starr, a professional organization coach in New York and
author of “The Home Organizing
Workbook.”
“But with closets, out of sight
doesn’t mean out of mind. Creating
storage systems can help you get
and stay organized in your closet,
saving you time and letting you
start your day without distraction.”
Closet organization is an
important part of children’s bedrooms, too. If their closets are a
mess, their tales about monsters
in the closet might not be such an
exaggeration after all. Scare them
off with ClosetMaid ShelfTrack.
You hang the track and the rest of
the components attach and snap
into place. It’s an easy-to-install,
adjustable wire shelving system
that grows with your children
since you can vary the shelf
heights as their needs change.
For more ideas, visit www.
closetmaid.com or call (800) 8740008 for more information on solving your family’s storage needs.

share a positive view of dividends.
Eaton Vance Corp. is an investment management firm whose
stock trades on the New York
Stock Exchange under the symbol
EV. Eaton Vance and its affiliates
managed over $118.5 billion in
assets for more than 100 investment companies, as well as individual and institutional accounts,
including those of corporations,
hospitals, retirement plans, universities, foundations and trusts.
You can learn more from Eaton
Vance Distributors, Inc., The
Eaton Vance Building, 255 State
Street, Boston, MA 02109.
***
Even the most fun childhood
activities can result in a mess.
The key for parents is to have
quick cleanup tools on hand. For
instance, the goClean ™ household wet/dry vac can be a quick
and easy solution to messy crafting woes. Besides offering a fast
cleanup solution f or glitter,
beads and more, it’s a timesaving solution for wet and dry
spills, stairs, pet hair, car
cleanup and all sorts of messes
that kids leave behind. For more
information and ideas for cleaning, visit www.gocleanvacs.com
or call (888) GOCLEAN.

